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Kentucky's Industriil Growth

Doing The Big Jobs

o doubt about it—you'll make a
mighty handsome picture in a
strapping new '51 Buick.
But it isn't the way you look, but the
way you feel that's really important.

N

We'd like you to discover a Buick's
ease and comfort,a Buick's power and
performance, a Buick's steadiness and
control—just to see if maybe you have
been missing a travel treat.
We'd like you to discover what a valvein-head engine, as Buick builds it—
gingered with Fireball combustion
—can mean in pulse-pounding thrill
and in big miles-per-gallon figures.
We'd like you to learn what coil springs
on all four wheels—not just in front—
can do in the matter of smoothing a

rough road and keeping you on an
ever-level keel.
We'd like you to see what generous
roadweight and a rigid torque-tube
mean in solid steadinessrof ride—what
Dynaflow Drive* does for you in
downright comfort and convenience—
what a breeze it is to handle so big and
roomy and impressive a car.

easy-to-take price tags our cars wear
what a whale of a lot more automobile
you get for your money in tsday'S
Buicks than you'll get elsewhere.
So—come in for a sitting soon, won't
you? Whether you try a SPECIAL,
it
SUPER or ROADMASTER, you'll find
beauty
the top buy in its field—and a
•
from any angle.*

Most of all, we'd like you to note the
No other car provides all this:
DYNAFLOW DRIVE* • FIREBALL ENGINE
4-WHEEL COIL SPRINGING • DUAL VENTILATION
PUSH-BAR FOREFRONT • TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE
WHITE-GLOW INSTRUMENTS • DREAJAUNE STY UNG
BOOT MY FISHER
Whom boast••••••timbihe on bat MAI via kW Nom
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Labor an acre averaged less
when harvestas follows,
g stalk. than 10 man-hours with mechanfrom the standin
-horse team ized equipment, 29 man-hours for
or with two
equipnwnt, $26.50; man the rnan-and-team method and 14
and tractor man-hours for the tractor-team
with tractor
f o r combination.
team
except
ent.
$2050;
ng,
harvesti
and
During his career as a pitcher
nt only, in.
ized equipme
tractor, for the Brooklyn Dodgers, Deny
,s10ipment and one-row Vance struck out 1,893 batters.

If your familly likes kidney,
serve them sometimes in a creole
sauce over fluffy cooked rice.
Make the creole sauce of canned
tomatoes thickened with a little
cornstarch or flour, and seasonsd
well with salt, 'pepper, and finely
grated onion. Add a little diced
green pepper to the sauce just
before serving for crisp texture.
The Brooklyn Dodgers were
the last to join t h e National
League. That was in 1890.
Now you can match your refrigerator to your kitchen color
scheme. One model has door handles available in 10 different
shades, and another has interior
surface painted blue.

You save time when you call
by number

keeping a list of dr
You'll save yourself time, These busy days, by
call.
tly
frequen
you
nes
telepho
town
numbers of the out-oftioesa't have 10
operatou
e
Distanc
When you call by number, the Long
faster.
through
consult Information and your call goes
America,
service for
That means hater service for you—and better
al sad
industri
urgent
g
right now when telephone lines are carryin

an

military calls.
for recording those out-el.
P. S. If you'd like a handy booklet
Business Office. Then list 're
town numbers, just call or write the
lest you forget 'eml

sounium

TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
BILL TELEPHONI AND

attest
reduction that will greedy
It
our
to
applsos
is
because
ysir linage(
sew
melds .toek ... tar the heautital
colors that match or blend with
all your Fail costumes. Save more
than ever on the flawless Emu&
clear and sheer nylon*

crust; top with whipThickened crushed pineapple open pie
cream.
ped
an
for
filling
s
deliciou
makes a

Fain-sown oats recommended
by the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics include Atlantic,
Forkedeer and Fulwin. '
Atlantic has just been added to
the list of recommended oats. It
is about as tall as Fulwin and
Forkedeer, matures slightly earlier, and has stronger steaks than
either. It is not quite as winter
hardy as the other two varieties,
but is considerably hardier than
Fulgrain. Atlantic is also resistant
to common crown rusts. It has
yielded about the same as Fulvrin
and Forkedeer at Lexington in
three years of tests, and has been
higher yielding in four years of
tests in Todd county.
Jackson I winter barley, a
smooth-bearded variety distributed by the Tennessee Experiment
Station, is now recommended for
Southern Kentucky and the Pennyrile region. In Todd county
tests it outyielded Ky. 1 in three
out of four years, and at Lexingabout equal to
LEOPARD SKIN RUG REPORTED WORTH E140,000: Mr. and ton the yield was
equal in
Mrs. Hugh C. Giltner and their daughter, Debris (center) are Ky. I. Jackson 1 is about
at
and
height
Sgt.
son,
y,
their
by
them
maturit
sent
rug
skin
leopard
a
huge
shown with
1, and like Ky.
Elverne H. Giltner from Korea where he is serving with the strength to Ky.
loose smut.
Eighth Army. The New York Times quoted Korean consul gen- 1, is susceptible to
winter-hardy
eral, David Namkoong, as saying the rug is worth $100,000, "is Jackson 1 is less
this reason
a priceless national treasure" and formerly owned by the late than Ky. I, and for
grown outside the
Queen MM. It is 18 feet, 11 inches, by eight feet in size and is should not be
state.
made up of 48 matched leopard skins. Sgt. Giltner wrote his southern part of the
A new variety of winter barley
mother that he bought the rug from a Korean and that it came
selected at the University of Kenfrom the Chang Duk Palace in Korea. (AP Wirephoto)
tucky Experiment Station as
KENOF
TH
NWEAL
Statement of Limited Partnership COMMO
adapted to Kentucky is called
OF
TMENT
,
DEPAR
TUCKY
Know all men by these presents:
Keribar. It matures five to six
AYS, NOTICE TO
HIGHW
That Ralph Randolph and Wil- CONTRACTORS
days earlier than Jackson I and
lard Moore, both of Princeton, Sealed bids will be received by Ky. 1, is shorter, has stronger
Caldwell County, Kentucky, have the Department of Highways at straw and is resistant to loose
this day formed a limited partner- its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, smut. There is only a limited supship, and that they are now do- until 10:00 A. M. CENTRAL
seed.
GHT SAVING TIME on ply of Kenbar
ing business under the firm name DAYLI
Clarkan and Thorne are
at
Vigo,
1951,
of
August,
day
17th
the
of Randolph Motor Company.
time bids will be publicly varieties of winter wheat recomRalph Randolph, a general part- which
and read for the improve- mended for growing in Kentucky.
opened
ner, has contributed $32,000.00 to
of:
•
ment
said business, and Willard Moore,
Chopped dates and coarsely
CALD'WELL COUNTY, RS 17a limited partner, has contributed
522 The US 62-Dulaney KY 278 broken walnut meats are delicious
$8000.00 to said business.
.
Road from US 62 at the Lyon added to a simple bread pudding
The general nature of business
Finely shredded carrot added
Line, extending North to
County
and
ed
to be transacted, conduct
KY 278, 0.7 mile east of the Lyon to a green salad helps to give it
carried on by said limited partCounty Line, 3.10 miles. Recon- attractive color.
nership shall be the repair and
struction and traffic bound sur
sale of automobiles and accessorNOTE: A PURCHASE CHARGE
face.
$2.00 WILL BE 'MADE FOR
OF
ies, and the business of this limThe attention of prospective
PROPOSAL. REMITited partnership is to be trans- bidders is called to the prequali- EACH MUST ACCOMPANY
TANCE
acted in Princeton, Caldwell fication requirements and necessi- REQUESTS FOR THE PROPOSCounty, Kentucky, and the dura- ty for securing certificate of eli- AL FORMS. REFUNDS WILL
ons
NOT BE MADE FOR ANY REAtion of this partnership shall be gibility, the special provisi
covering subletting or assigning SON.
for five (5) years.
ent's
Departm
the
and
the contract
Further information, bidding
This 27th day of July, 1951.
regulation which prohibits the is- proposals, et cetera, will be furA.
Ralph Randolph, General Partner suance of proposals after 9:00
nished upon application to the
Willard Moore, Limited Partner. M CENTRAL DAYLIGHT SAV- Frankfort Office. The right is reopenserved to reject any and all bids
State of Kentucky, County of ING TIME on the day of the
OF HIGHWAYS
Caldwell Set. I, Katherine G. ing of bids. Proposals will not be DEPARTMENT
Kentucky
Johnstone, a Notary Public in and issued except during official bus- Frankfort,
5-2tc
July 26, 1951
for the State and County afore- iness hours.
the
that
certify
hereby
said,
foregoing instrument of writing
was this day produced before me
in my county by Ralph Randolph
and Willard Moore, who each
signed and acknowledged same to
be his voluntary act and deed for
the purposes therein mentioned.
Witness my hand and notarial
seal this 27th day of July, 1951.
My commission expires: July 22,
1952, Katherine G. Johnstone,
Notary Public, Caldwell County,
Ky.
IWO-HSU()
State of Kentucky, County of
INIT DETECTIVE,
.i0YERNM
Caldwell, Sct. The affiant, Ralph
ON NIS MOST
Randolph, says that he is a general partner in a limited partnerDANGEROUS ASSIGNAliNt'
ship proposed to be formed by
the execution of the foregoing
statement, he says that Willard
Moore, a limited partner in said
business, has paid into said business the s u m of $8000.00, as
shown by the foregoing statement. This 27th day of July, 1951.
Ralph Randolph.
Subscribed and sworn to before
NG
me by Ralph Randolph this 27th
PHYLLIS CAIVERT • JAN STERLI
day of July, 1951. My commission
Added Enjoyment!
expires: July 22, 1952. Katherine
NEWSREEL
CARTOON — NOVELTY —
G. Johnstone, Notary Public,
5-4tc
Ky.
Caldwell County,

Squirrel Season Opens August 20
Sport Center

In Hopkinsville It's

I wish to express my thanks to the voters of
the county for the loyal support you gave me in
the Primary last Saturday.
I shall ever be grateful for your kind consideration for me and ask your further support
and influence in the General Election in Novem-

LAUGH"MUST"
...when
"Speedy"
Skelton
goes
stepping
1895
style!

RED SKELTON
SAlLY FORRES1-mooNECAREY
Added Treats!
RETTE
COLOR CARTOON — NEWSREEL — FEATU

that are Amerarlea !mast

ealleadiut *sackings
All who visit rite will be lucky

American Palmist
SPECIAL READING 50c

wear—
utomohile
n today e
here.
•a,

SPECIAL,

ta find it
a beautY

Tells your past as you alone
know it, your present as it is,
future as it will be. Advice on
love, courtship, marriage, divorce, wills, deed s, speculation, business. G I v es names,
dates and facts. I have succeeded where other readers have
failed. One visit is worth columns of self-praise. I tell you
of any or all changes you
Should or should not make.
Minutes of consultation with
me will save you money and
hours of worry. It's never too
late to change. I will tell you
many things you never dreamed. Consult a reader who can
and will give wound and Important advice on all affairs
of life.
OFFICE HOURS-9 A. M. to 9
P. M.—Readings daily and all
day Sunday. Private rooms
for white and colored. Located
in pulintan trailer half mile
from Princeton city limits at
P'Pool's Tractor & Sales Co.,
on Hophinsvi I I e highway.
Ruote 91

DESPERATE

14E'S COURTING
TROUBLE ...
when he
dates a
dazzling,
double
dealing
dame!

Added!
LEON ERROL CONIEDV
MITSICRL — NOVELTY

Added!
COLOR CARTOON
NOVELTY — NEWSREEL

,
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Moderation Urged
For Sun Bathers

tiatve moved to the home of An- hospftal.
Miss Betty Brown, who is emthony Hughes where Mrs. Wyatt
at the Ken-Red electrical
will operate a beauty shop. She ployed
plant in Owensboro, spent the
is moving here from Salem.
weekend with her parents, Mr.
Florence Parr, and sis- Ted Feagan has returned home and Mrs. Clyde Brown.
By Dr. W. L. Cash
Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell er, Mrs.
Mrs.
sister,
his
after a visit with
(County Ilealth Officer)
'Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice
and son, Van, left Sunday /or ter, Miss Dorothy Parr.
and
Miller
the seat he occupied.
Chester hillier, Mr.
and son, Dick Rice, returned
Every summer a lot of people
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
San Antonio, Texas, where they
Kansas.
Wichita,
in
At 4 a. m. the bus station emDanny
weeks
two
a
home Saturday after
will spend a month. Mr. Yandell daughter, Patsy, Memphis, Tenn.,
painfully burned while trying
get
deattended
Grubbs
L.
T.
East.
ployees got in touch with the
vacation touring the
was sent there by Crider Broth- spent the weekend with her par- Mrs.
acquire • good sun tan. Too
of the new Sunday
office, the sheriff's ofsheriff's
Cpl. Keith Rogers, Camp Polk, to
ers of Mexico to do chemistry ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts. dication
sun may
rooms of the Second Bap- La., is spending a 10-day leatve long an exposure to the
home
School
returned
police headquarters
Butts
state
Joan
got
Miss
work.
to the akin, fice
tist church in Princeton Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. be harmful not only
visit.
as well. at Pontiac. At 4:37 a. m. the state
eyes
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McMican, with them for a week's
and
hair
the
to
but
J. J. Rogers.
Mrs. Rachel Wyatt and sons afternoon.
some extreme cases it can police reported they found the
of Detroit, are visiting her mothMr. and Mrs. J. J. Rogers and In
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clegg and
cause sunstroke or heat ex- billfold on the bus. It contained
even
and
Is.,
Larry,
Algoian,
and
of
Don
Zoan,
,
Gerald,
sons,
daughter
.
haustion
the
Lizspent
Mrs.
mother,
Riley
her
$1,050 in money orders, a $35
Miss Dorothy
are visiting
hing can be very healthzie Lewis and other relatives here. weekend in Charleston, W. Va., Sun-bat
check and between $25 and $30
taken
, but not if
Rev. and Mrs. Leon Oliver and where they were met by Pvt. ful and relaxing
a dose. Five minutes in cash.
children have returned from a Harold "Buddy" Rogers who is in too large
A half hour later Holmes pickthe first day of
for
enough
is
Gap
Ind.
stationed at Indiantown
visit with relatives in Gary,
ed up his money.
then
can
time
the
and
sunning
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White, Reservation, Penn. Pvt. Rogers
be gradually increased from day
Gary, Ind., are visiting her made the trip via plane.
Pvt. Elwood Dorroh, Camp to day.
mother, Mrs. Mattie Rice, and
In addition to timing your sun
Polk, La., is spending a 10-day
relatives.
applying oil or a lotion to
baths,
Gary
and
Mr.
son,
parents,
and
his
Fox
with
Buddy
Mrs.
leave
/
PIR
before exposure helps
skin
the
As presented In August Good
Lyon
Fulin
Arable
Dorroh
Mrs.
tine
and
Mrs.
of Detroit,
.
sunburn
'prevent
eping magazine—
with
Houseke
visit
a
for
county.
ler left Monday
However, should sunburn ocand neatly tailBilly Gibbs has just returned
styled
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cannon
Smartly
be treated like any
Juilliard
from Korea where he has spent cur, it should
in Nashville.
lustrous
of
suit
ored
It it's just a simple
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Farley, severed months. He is visiting rel- other burn.
oy. Comes in black,
beFeather
that
skin
the
of
g
reddenin
of Marshall county, were Sunday atives near Caldwell Springs.
vaseline or
brown,luggage, red and green.
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer and comes hot and painful,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
be applied. If
Sims 10 to 20.
daughter, Sandra, are visiting olive oil shoudd
Baker.
sunburn is severe or the victim
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, relatives in Washington, D. C.
Well lewd row Woo
sick, the family physician
feels
of
is
visiting
n
guests
Holloma
weekend
Lacy
were
Mrs.
,
emus money Iwo
Paducah
'./
d.
consulte
be
should
York,
T.
C.
James
ler
Mrs.
Mrs.
clothlae.
soul
,
and
daughter
Mr.
her
her parents,
It
d, the
suspecte
is
e
bocksunstrok
otIvree
and
If
boofis
in
relatives
other
and
Mr. York
Henson.
14-echeol e.pe*“. *I
person should be laid on his back
Mr. Coy Moore has returned to Wynett, Ill.
yew
He should
conMrs. Ambie Fuller has returned in a cool, shady place.
his home here where he is
Own b et Oar es
as
quickly
as
off
cooled
be
then
team.
valescing after removal of his home after a visit with her daughcold
of
ion
applicat
by
the
possible
right leg at the Jennie Stuart ter, Mrs. Buddy Fox, Mr. Fox
1$ MONTHS TO REPAY
cloths, an ice bag or ice to the
and son in Detroit, Mich.
hospital in Hopkinaville.
be given.
Tom Jones, Wallonia, spent a head. Stimulants should
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. TayFor heat prostration, the palor, Evansville, spent the week- few days last week with his sisshould be kept warm, rather
tient
Mr.
and
and
Mr.
Harmon,
Ed
parents,
her
Mrs.
ter,
11.1111
end with
111114ANCI CORP:•
cool. Blankets or coats
than
se••••••eteem
Melton.
Bennett.
H.
Mrs. Russell
and
Ivan
Mrs.
Police
Chief of
be Oared under and over
III West Market
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. John Coleman, Princeton, should
conscious he may be
Phase IISS1
Mrs. James C. Landes, parents of spent the weekend with her son, him. If he is
or diluted aroHopkinsville, Ky.
A. M. Riebardsem Mgr.
a baby son, William Mays, born V. E. Coleman and Mrs. Coleman. given tea, coffee
spirits of ammonia as a
at the Caldwell County War
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Beavers, for- matic
saltwater may
Memorial Hospital Thursday. The mer residents of Evansville, have stimAant. Sips of
father is manager of Howerton's moved to the L. B. Young proper- also fie helpful.
This summer when sun bathing
department store here.
ty recently vacated by Mr. and
r to make moderation
remembe
Wilson,
and
Trigg
Alvin
Mrs.
Mrs. Everett Harris.
rd.
watchwo
your
are
n,
Lexingto
of
liam Robert,
A miscellaneous shower w a a
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. given Friday night at the school
John Sahratia n, Michigan
W. M. Young.
auditorium for Mr. and Mrs. State's sophomore tennis ace, won
Mrs. Guy Nichols has returned Charles Thomas Vinson.
nine straight varsity matches
home after attending summer
We wish to sincerely thanic the Democrats
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Buckalew this spring without losing a set.
school in Louisville for several
and son, Hartford, spent Sunday
weeks.
of Caldwell county for the splendid majority acwith her mothe r, Mrs. C. W. and the honoree. Ice cream, cake
Mrs. Seldon McElroy and son,
and cool aid were served, and
Moore.
on
rby
are
Ill.,
Wethe
W.
Alton,
of
ce
Wayne,
Bruce
corded Governor Lawren
and Mrs. C. T. Henson vis- many gifts were received.
Mr.
parher
with
week
spending this
ited Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Henents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore.
August 4.
and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Dorson
chilMrs. Glenn Rogers and
county Sunday.
Phyllis and Gleon roh in Lyon
Sharon,
dren,
FOR ONE DAY ONLY
Mrs. Norman Wheeler enterTo those who supported the other candispent last Tuesday with her parafy
Saturda
a
party
with
tained
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Holeternoon in honor of the 10th FRIDAY, AUGUST 10th
dates, we grant that wonderful privilege of perRegular price $1.95 -- 8 Plants $1.19
man of Repton.
her daughter, Pat.
Baugh and chil- birthday of
Lenorice
Mrs.
.69
r price $1.05 -- 6 Plants
Regula
to
you
Conway,
invite
Carolyn
ly
were
Guests
sonal choice. We now cordial
dren have returned to their home
y
Qualit
's
First
Warren
Neil
Ada
l,
Margaret Campbel
in Dunmore, Ky., after a visit
Brooks, Phyllis Rogers, Sandra
join in a solid Democratic organization for the
with her mother, Mrs. Allie Bugg
Outside White Paint
Quotations For One Day Only.
Fergerson, Edwina Young, Franand Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins.
Charlie
Travis,
Rodney
Paris,
ces
n.
electio
ber
Novem
Sorry - - - No Phone or Deliveries.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harvill
Phelps, Billy Smith, Sue Smith,
spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
David Smith, Linda Eskew, GlenMr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
na Shinall, Larry Shinall, Ann
Princeton, were Sunday dinner
Eskew, Mary Nell Melton, Eddie
Regular price $5.65
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Lo
Melton, Rita, Nita and Squeaky
Young.
Joe
Linda
and
a
Rogers, Henriett
mornPrinceton,
Monday
left
Taney
J. L.
600 W.
Beard, Mackey and Donnie Boone,
ing for Louisville where be will
Ann
Margaret Allen and Ruth
receive treatment for an eye inJones, Jimmy, Eddie and Stevie
fection at the Nichols General
Baker, Judy and James Wheeler
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County Seat Day Specials!

fAIRVIEW BA
,Ray Francis,
Sunday School
ilternoon at 2:30.
Preaching ever
both Sunday
L30
Prayer meeting
lay at 7:30 p. en.

INDOOR HOUSE PLANT COLLECTIONS

NORIESIDE B
Rev Irvine L P
Radio Service,
an.
Sunday School
Morning Worsb
Training Union
Evening Worshi
Hour of Praye
Is a.

$4.98 per gallon

TEMPLETON, Florist

Steger Lumber Co.

Ky.

PLY17COSTAL H
Bev W. E. Cunn
Sunday School
Morning Wor
Young People's
In
Ev.ngelatic Se
Wednesday ev
'erne* 7:00 p.m.
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COUNTY SEAT.DAY
AUCTION SALE
Friday, August 10 — Starting right after big
Parade and will last all day, consisting of merchandise donated by Merchants and Farmers of
Caldwell County.

MEI%

Such Items Sold Will Consist Of:

Pah

otl
'nets
1 as
ckas

Hadacol, Sow and Pig Chow, Ice Cream Freezers, Bags of Sugar,
Hair Tonic, Coffee, Paints, Hardware, New Clothing, Gasoline and
Oil, Field Seeds and Vegetables, Floor Lamps, Cameras, Radios,
Butter and Bread, Meats and Smoking tobacco. Many other items
too numerous to mention.
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41/1rAto.:.4.
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AR BLUFF
Ralph Mon
Preaching servi
en4 and fourth S
sa 730 p. m.
Prayer meeting
lay night at 7 p.
Sunday school
t -ming at 10 a.
Training Union
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You're invited to
meet "the future:.
1

•

at your Chrysler Dealer's NOW!

for your pleasure the Princeton Band, Paducah Orchestra, Princeton
Harmonaires, Don Granstaff and His Hammond Organ will perform
throughout the day. Come one, come all and let's make this the
big fellowship day of the year for Princeton and Caldwell County.

Signed:

Underprivileged Child's Committee
Princeton Kiwanis Club
Kelsie 0. Tudor, Officiating Auctioneer
George M.,Kurtz, Auctioneer

COME DRIVE 180 HORSEPOWER!

While others talk "laboratory engines," Chrysler brings you FirePower now! FirePower's revolutionary new design brings new
ruggedness, reliability and smoothness of operation. Even on non,
premium grade gasoline FirePower gives amazing new performance no other Amirican passenger car can equal.

COME TRY HYDRAGUIDE POWER STEERING.'
Others may have it "some day."/Only Chrysler has it now! At
your touch on the wheel, hydraulic power does four-fifths of thal
steering work for you
gives steering safety and ease.. • geld"
nese in ruts or soft ahoulders ... you can't imagine till you feel

COME FEEL POWER BRAKING!

COME RIDE ON ORIFLOW!

Not just "coming sometime" but here right now! Smoother, easier,
safer, than any brakes you've known. A special power unit helps
you apply your brakes at the touch of your foot on the pedal ...
cuts foot pressure required by as much as two-thirds!

Notice the difference on rough roads especially .. • feel for rutself the truly amazing stability ... new comfort and new safety • • •
of flew-type Oriflow shock absorbers having over twice the ridesteady control of those on any other manufacturer's cars!

COME IN TODAY.,a ONLY A RIDS CAN SHOW YOU.:a WHAT ONLY A CHRYSLER GIVESI

. PAUL'S CA
muNarTON
CHURCH o T
TE CONCEPT
eiGTON
First, third and
at 8 o'clock.
Second and to
Wes at 10:00 o'cl
lioiy Days, Mass
OLTWOOD
, AL CHAPEL
Ant, third and
at 10:30 o'c
Second and to
et 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass
Rey. William
tailor and the
:trnents is assist

Now $ 3.88
Bird Bath, reg. $5.00
Cast Iron Violet Stand, reg. $23.95, Now $18.95
4 for the price of 3
African Violet Pots
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Please comply with this City
Ordinance and avoid penalty.

THE CALDWELL COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
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:1
N10c2eyA6m

$24.95

THANKS DEMOCRATS
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CHCia.
EXPENSES

HAROLD S. RUDD

US
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'TheoutisvAli

AWid ?D

All property owners in the City
of Princeton are warned that all
property, including vacant lots, alleys, etc., must be cleaned up at
once. Do not dump ashes or other
debris in alleys or streets.
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UNACCOMPANIED WALLET
SURVIVES BUS RIDE
Bloomington, Ill. — (AP) —
The bus pulled out of the station
with H. E. Holmes' wallet containing more than $1,000 still on

C
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The Churches
• CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
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of 3

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amodiotu of thmie

who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
ices:
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twicem.
a.
9:45
at
School
arch
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
orship Service at 11:00 a. in. feature. The articles are reproduced just 618 the Princeton reF meets at 6:00 p. m. each porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
July 28, 1933. President Dick but those who desire to gather
ay•
Morse, of the Kentucky-T ex us and bring well filled baskets are
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oir Rehearsal each Wednes- Oil Company, is busy these days,
August primary will be given an
and
m.
excited
too,
for
p.
on Monday opportunity to present their finat 7:00
at 1 p. m. the verdict will be giv- al appeal to the voters. Lunch can
tAL PAESBYTERIAN
en on the work done at the latest also be bought on the grounds.
pastor
oil diggin's in the Farmersville
v. Floyd Loperfido,
• • .•
Dome. At that time 190 quarts of
DAY
'Aug. 4, 1933. The fat men, and
nitro-glycerine
will
School
be
shot in
:45 a ro. Sunday
the bottom of the 8-inch, 700 feet those not so fat, stole the show
:45 a.m. Morning Service
deep hole which has progressed from the regular teams Tuesday
0 p.m. Evening Worship
even now more than 100 feet thru night; H.' A. Goodwin flung 'em
NF.SDA
high quality oil sands.
high, wide and handsome for the
10 p.m. Mid-Week Service
• • •
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while Bernard Jones
shinnies,
Choir
p.m.
:15
July 28, 1933. Mr. and Mrs.
and Joe Lacasha flung the grapeGlenn
Farmer
have
METHODIST
returned
EN
fruit for the plump lads. When
Joseph H. Callender, Pastor home after spending the past 30
Walter
Blackburn, Sam Catlett
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or
so
with
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o'clock
sister, Mrs.
urch School, 9:45
and C. L. Townes got on base and
rning Worship, 10:45 o'clock A. C. Harris and Mr. Harris in
Bernard Jones hit a hard smash
ethodist Youth Fellowship, Los Angeles, California.
to right, a movement was started
lock
that the leans simply couldn't
ening Worship, 7:30 o'clock 'July 28, 169337 Ilhe following halt. Dr. Cash showed a keen
young people of Fredonia enjoyednesday Evening Serve,
ed a bacon Fry at K ut t awe eye at bat and Joe Lacasha got
Springs Tuesday night: Misses most attention from the crowd
Dorothy Dunn, Margaret Young, but it was impossible to not noT BAPTIST
Ardell Perkins, Imogene Perkins, tice Carl Beesley, Everett Jones,
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
5 a. m Sunday School
Kitty Harmon, Mary Harmon, Dolph Leech, Bob Morgan, R. E.
:50 a. m. Morning Service
Pauline Crider, Ruby Terry, Mary Hill and J. R. Catlett. Frank
Ellen Boaz, Velma Riley, Thelma Jones played a good game behind
5 p.m. Training Union
0 p. m. Evening Worship
Corean Lewis, Geneva home plate for the Shadows,
r of Prayer—Wednesday, Moore and Wilda Sigler of Mar- while L. E. Greer was so good at
ion. Messrs. Clayton Bronson and first that he was replaced by
P. m.
Jack
Garvin, of Waterloo, Iowa, John Harris. Gus Jones played
PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Dug an Ordway, Ray Crider, second, Tommie Clift third and
CETON
James Landes, Charles Allen Mc- Sneed was a veteran first short
CH Or THE IMMACUJohn William Koon, Sam- and got three hits. Peck Nisbet,
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tic] Koon, Arnold Buckalew, J. B. H. Mohon, Hay and Pryor made
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Quertermous, Johnny Mitchell, up the outfield.
st, third and fifth Sundays, Raleigh
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Moore, Billy Mitchell,
at 8 o'clock,
Aug. 1, 1933. Mrs. A. K. Miller,
Buster Keeling, Joe Perkins, Virond and fourth Sundays, gil
visiting her mothLowery, Pendleton Hughes, Tulsa, Okla., is
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at 10:00 o'clock.
Euclid Quertermous and Gus er, Mrs. W. R. Chapman,
y Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. Traylor.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor.
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Aug. 1, 1933. C. W. Pratt was
L CHAPEL
- Aug. 1, 1933. Miss Myrtle Nicht, third and fifth Sundays, the first to receive and display ols is attending the Century of
the N. R. A. Code Insignia at his
at 10:30 o'clock.
Progress Exposition at Chicago.
ond and fourth Sundays, cafe. The Blue Eagle on the Before returning home she will
Orange Shield is now displayed visit friends at Taylorsville, Ill.
at 8 o'clock.
on the cafe door and walls.
y Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
e. Wiliim Borntraeger is
Aug. 1, 1933. In The Leader's
✓ and the Rev. Richard
quest for the oldest married couents is assistant pastor.
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VIEW BAPTIST
the following were awarded
oy Francis. Jr., pastor)
courtesy tickets to see the curnday School every Sunday rent attraction at the Savoy
Kentucky's state government
oon at 2:30.
Theatre,"Mama Loves Papa": Mr. spent $122,911,464 extilusive of
aching every second and and Mrs. Tom Cash, Sr., married Department of Highway expendiSunday afternoons at 63 years and 7 months, Mr. and tures during the fiscal year endMrs. Wilts Wood, Cobb, 63 years, ing June 30, Clifford R. Barnes,
ayer meeting every Satur- Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Scott, Route 4, acting Commissioner of Finance
at 7:30 p. in.
60 years, and Mr. and Mrs. F. G. has announced,
Lester, 53 years.
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BAPTIST
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• •
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FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
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'COSTAL HOLINESS
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Welfare services cost more
W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
day School 9:45 a.m.
than any of the four major cateYouth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
ming Worship 11:00 a.m.
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ALDSON BAPTIST
a. m. and 7:00 p. in.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday at
day School, 10 a, m.
10:00 a. m.
ning Worship, 11 a. m.
Pr a yer service, Wednesday,
ening Worship, 7:45 p. m. 7:00 p. m.
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Services each Saturday before
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State's Expenses
Are $122,911,464
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In'
Worship Service every Sunday,
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11:00 a. m and 7: p. m.
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OND BAPTIST
p. m•
ev 11. D. Knight, pastor
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nday School 9:45 a. m.
BAPTIST
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aining Union 6 p. m.
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Sunday School 10:00 a. in., exNIA BAPTIST
cept second Sunday
Rev. W. B. Watts, pastor
Sunday School at 1:00 p. ii
n(lsY School II:45 a. m.
second Sunday.
rviees every Sunday. 1/ nn

The years have brought poverty and privation to this aged gentlewoman, but they have not destroyed her spirit nor dimmed her faith
in God.
She earns a scanty subsistence for herself and her dependent grandchild with her own hands, but she holds no bitterness in her heart and
is as grateful to God for her frugal loaf as if it were a feast of the finest
foods.
It takes faith and strong character to weather the storms of adversity
without damage to the soul.
There are people who enjoy abundance without the remotest thought
of God's providence. When misfortune comes and their house of sand
crashes, they go down with it. They lack the sustaining power of an
humble heart and active faith.
Religion teaches men to enjoy prosperity with humility, and to rise
above misfortune through honest effort and faith in God.
This fine old mother, who thanks God for her loaf and pitcher, has
not lived and wrought and trusted in vain. Her life and her faith are
the glory of humanity and the hope of the world.
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Pruett Brothers
Groceries and Meats
DIAL 3044
130 E. MAIN
Federated

Store

PRINCETON, KY.

132 E.

B. N. Lusby
DIAL 3141
MAIN

Gardner White
PRINCETON, KY.
Rowland Motor Co.
Dodge-Ply mouth-Sales-Service

near your house
you may have TERMITES

Book
Sunday
......... Matthew
Monday
...........
TItead•y
Proverbs
......... Ronn•ns
Weenvtldsy
.......... Luke
Thursday
..........
.
I
Friday
•
Corinthtans
.......... Proverbs
Saturday
........... John
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W. M.**** It.
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and material
support. Plan to go needs his moral
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your Bible daily. to church regu-
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Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075
:!evens Chevrolet Co
BALKS es SERVICR
Dial 3505

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2301
Princeton, Ky.
Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY.

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KY.
Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.
Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and

Citizens Ice Company
PHILCO APPLIANCES
Vulcanizing
Phone 2707 -- Princeton. Ky. PHONE 2819 211 N.
HARRISON

Coleman & Son
Hobby's Garage
General Biacksmithing & Welding
Company
Lumber
Steger
Phone 2558 108 Washington P. 0. Box 231
Princeton, Ky.
"From a splinter tv a carload"
PRINCETON, KY.
2061-2062
PHONE
Princitton Hotel &
Shorn Electric Company John M. Wisdom Stave Mill
Coffee Shoppe
Dial 3053
113 Market
PRINCETON, KY.
PRINCETON, KY.
DIAL 3534

Bodenhamer Cleaners
DIAL 3711
204 F,. MAIN
Hollowell's
114 E. MAIN

Furniture
DIAL 3070

Beltone Hearing Service
Burgess Drive-Inn
0. A. Roland, Distributor
Washington Street
Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
PHONE 9128 PRINCETON, KY. 318 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.

Thursda , Au ust 9,1

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Plus Tax
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Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2053

FRIDAY SPECIALS
SUITS - - Formerly Priced $40 - $42.50 - $45

ONLY $29.95
SUMMER SUITS
Formerly Priced at $30

NOW $22.95
SPORT COATS

$16.50

PANTS - - - -

- $ 4.95

WOOD BROTHERS
Main Street

Princeton, Ky.

$60.00 for your old refrigerator
or ice box on a new

ELECTRIC PHILCO REFRIGERATOR
with a 5 year guarantee

The La

JOINER HARDWARE CO.

ES

Miss Nannie Jackson, daughter
of Mrs. Bertha Jackson, became
the bride of Mr. Bill Reece, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Reece, of
Fulton, at a ceremony solemnized Saturday morning, July 28,
at 12:90 o'clock at Corinth, Mississippi. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. D. L. Hill at
his home.
The bride wore a street length
dress of navy blue chiffon with
white accessories. H e r corsage
was of white orohids.
The matron of honor, Mrs. Wendall Butts, of Fulto n, wore a
street length dress of brown and
white with matching accessories.
Her corsage was of white roses.
Mr. Wendell Butts, of Fulton,
served the bridegroom as best
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Reece will make
their, home at Fulton, after a
brief'honeymoon to the eastern
states.

Clipper Hollowell, son of Mayor and Mrs. Clifton Hollowell,
celebrated his ninth birthday Friday with several friends as guests
at the matinee performance of
the Beers-Barnes Circus.
Guests of Clipper attending the
circus were Lee Harralson, Edwin Williamson, Bill Willis, John
Guess, Diana Guess, Freda and
Faye Scott, Charles Jordan, Barry Granstaff, Tommy Cotton, Pat
Sherman, Jim Schwab, Stevie
Dunn, Wayne and P u g Manus,
Jim and Mary Ann Kevil, Rob
Randolph and Margaret Ann
Mitchell.
Invited guests unable to attend
the circus were Jim Dunn, Sarah
Young and Jaye Ann Young.
Accompanying the boys and
girls were Mrs. Clarence Granstaff, Mrs. Presley Jordan, Miss
Rubye Hollowell and Mrs. Clifton Hollowell.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Frencn and
children, all of Chicago, Ill.,
were guests Saturday in-the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb,
Franklin street.

CALDWELL COUNTY
SEAT DAY SPECIAL SALE

Mrs. E. L. Williamson
Entertains Bridge Club

RADIO BROADCAST, WPKY

M r s. E. L. Williamson entertained her bridge club, Thursday
night, August 2, at her home on
North Jefferson street.
Prizes were won by Mesdames
J. W. Walker, and R. G. Morgan.
The hostess served a dessert
course to Mesdames Billy McCaslin, Maurice Humphries, Maide
Jones, Bill Childress, Ed Johnstone, Joseph Loftus, R. G. Morgan, Cooper Crider, J. W. Walker,
Jack Crider, Willard Moore, C.
H. Jaggers, a n d George Akin,
Kingsport, Tennessee.

On Tuesday, August 14, at 12:20 P. M., I will
be on the air, over WPKY, to address the voters
of Caldwell county in the interest of my candidacy for the

office of Jailer, unexpired term.

Veterans are especially invited to hear the broad-

tion of the Court House lawn are urged to listen

imrsorn

in, at the above-stated time.

A
SHOE

$2.00
A
PAIR

Whites, Brown and Whites, Blues, Beiges and Blacks.
Lots of Good Sizes.

ALL WOMEN'S SUMMER FLATS
AND CHILDREN'S SANDALS

NOW 100

Princeton Shoe Co.
It Will Pay You To Make Our Store Your First Stop.

los apply at

Lillie Belle Shop
Main St.

Phone 3991

You An° I

TIRES TIRES
B. F. GOODRICH SILVERTOWN
First Line, First Quality with Life Time Guam
Ply

WE

Price

Plus

600-16

4 Ply

$14.98

640-15

4 Ply

15.80

1.1
1.

670-15

4 Ply

16.80

1.1

710-15

4 Ply

18.40

1.2

760-15

4 Ply

20.10

1.3

18 x 75' -Mode
GLAS

Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.
Phone 2053

Princeton, K
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CALDWELL COUNTY SEAT DAY SPECIALS
STOP - SHOP - AND SAVE

NM1.0.0.6.••••11.1.0.11i6.i.3411Mo.=0.6

6.
0
EIGHT-DAY SALE
STARTING FRIDAY, AUG. 10

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE

1

100 PRS. CHILDREN'S BAREFOOT

SPORT SHIRTS
Sanforized

SANDALS
or Only 1.00 Pr.

1.00

LOOK! What A Buy! WOW! What A Savings!
MEN'S

CURTAIN
Compare at $15.95
DELUXE FIBRES, SMART
PATTERNS with VINYL
TRIM
$2.85 Antenna At No
Sale Price . . . . $11.45 Cost And $43.95 TRUETONE AUTO RADIO.
Others at . .Similar
Savings.
ONLY $39.95
Compare at $75.00

$2.35

BACK-UP LIGHT
4" -- $1.99

$5.29 Value
SCISSOR JACK
1 -ton -- 9" lift $3.79

VALUE PLUS
CHILDREN'S COTTON

Sizes 4 to 16

For Only 2.88

BSOLUT
One P.
Nylons
With
Wome

N! Se
ou Purc

PANTIES

PORT BELTS

STRETCHERS

4 Prs. 1.00

66c Ea.

C•

Mce•

DOOR BURSTER
2000 YDS. PLAIN PRINT AND BROADCLOTH
DRASTICALLY REDUCED -- 2 yds. 1.00
Women's

Rayon

One Group

Super Value!

Ladies'

Felt Based

PURSES

MATS

Repriced to Clear

Only

HALF SLIPS
A Terrific Value

Drastic Savings
For Your
Children's
Plisse Crepe

SLEEPERS
For

1.00 Each 1.00 & 1.66 13c Each
SPECIAL PURCHASE

Only

1.00

MEN'S

MEN'S & BOYS

POLO SHIRTS

SUMMER CAPS

For Only

A Real Savings At

Drastically Reduced

2.33 & 2.66

88c Each

44c Each

BOYS' RAYON

TROUSERS
$1.98 CHROME AUTO
MIRROR - 4 1 :2" - nonglare - Adjustable for
PREMIUM SAFETY DAVIS
Either Side. $1.59.
,TIRES - Save up to $3.30
each. Guaranteed For
24 months.
600 x 16, Super, $18.45
670x 15, Luxury, $18.75

A PAIR

SOLD OFF TABLES - - - ALL SALES FINAL

ounty War

Take Advantage of Our Reduction oni
All Summer MerehAndise

CLAY DRENNAN

MEP,

NOW I 00

PrOCtICCI

COUNTY SEAT DAY

cast. All ladies actively interested in beautifica-

y.

WOMEN'S SPRING & SUMMER DRESS SHOES
AND CASUALS - - - - Formerly Priced to $10.95

Smoott
briefs
Elas
packal

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10th

Size

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

Revels

VISIT OUR STORE

Jackson - Reece

Celebrates Birthday
With A Circus Party

RUMPUS SALE
Aug. 9-10-11 Only

George Family
Hold Reunion

Recent Bride Honored
With Linen Shower

Miss Margaret Dean Clayton,
daughter of Mrs. Bertha Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. Demon Morris,
The George familyleheld a reMrs. Tilghman Martin, a recent
and the late Mr. Thomas Clayton, Hopkinsville road, were hosts re- bride,,,was honored with a linen union at Kuttawa Springs, Sun205 Morgan avenue, and Mr. cently at a homecoming given in shower, August 2, given by Mins day, July 29.
Tilghman Martin, son of Mr. and honor of Mr. and 'Mrs. J. R. French Dorothy Williams at the home of
Those attending were Mrs. JimMrs. B. F. Martin, Cobb, Route 2, and family, of Chicago.
Mrs. Bertha Clayton on Morgan
Fowler Larson, Emmington,
mie
afternoon,
Saturday
were married
Among those present were Mr. avenue.
July 28, at 3:30 o'clock, at Spring- and Mrs. Robert Earl Morris and
Refreshments were served by Illinois; Mrs. Ethel S. Fowler
field, Tennessee. The ceremony baby, of Hopkinsville, and Mr. the hostess to Mesdames Charles Wallace, Detroit, Michigan; Mr.
was 'performed by the Rev. Tipps, and Mrs. Hollis Morris and fam- Williamson, Boyd Satterfield,
and Mrs. Chester George, Bobbie,
Methodist minister, at the par- ily, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Morris Paul Dorroh, Nellie Corley, Sid
Joanne, Ricky and Bettie Sus,
sonage.
HerGarrett,
Virgil
Satterfield,
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Evansville, Indiana; Mr. and Mrs.
The bride wore a street length Lewis and daughter,-all of Green- schel Stephens, G. H. Sharp, OlH. Baker and son, George,
L.
RogElla
Byrd,
dress of white with orchid and ville, Ky.
lie Clift, Willie
Illinois; Mr. and Mn.
Metropdlis,
Mockwhite accessories. Her jewelry
Others were Mr. and Mrs. Earl ers, Bertha Clayton, W. B.
Paducah; Mr.
Shemwell,
R.
R.
consisted of a matching set of Lamb and son, Mr. and Mrs. Char- bee, St. Louis, and Misses Doroand Mrs. James George, Wanda
pearl choker, bracelet and eat- les Skees and sons, Mr. and Mrs. thy Williamson, Chloe Sharp,
Kay, Larry Wayne and Ruby
rings. Her corsage was of or- Harold Smith, Mrs. Lucy Walker, Betty Williamson, Ivy Sharp,
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. James C. Rilchids.
Mike Ladd, and Mr. and Mrs. and Margaret Bodedhamer.
ey, David and Carolyn, Fredonia,
The bridesmaid, Miss Dorothy Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Cartwright,
and
Mr.
Ddbbins,
Mrs. Emory
Pool, wore a street length dress
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie George, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Nichols and Mrs. C. E. Gaddie, Mr. King
of blue with white accessories.
and Mrs. Curtis George, Mrs.
Mr. George Bryant served the daughter, Maria, and son, Ted, Johnson, and Mr. Emory Dobbins, Ella George, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
of Roanoke, Virginia, are visiting of New Jersey, have returnid
bridegroom as beet man.
Newby, Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
After a wedding trip in Tennes- Mr. W. W. Woodruff and Mr. and from a two weeks' vacation with
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. John T.
see, Mr. and Mrs. Martin will Mrs. L. L Patmor, West Main Mr. Joel Dobbins at Lafayette George, Marilyn, Norma Kay, and
and Lake Freeman, Indiana.
live at the home of the bride- street.
Martha Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
groom's parents.
Williamson and Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie George, all of Princeton.

TIRES - B. F. Goodrich Silvertown
/
1 2 Ton Truck Size
Size

Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Hosts At Homecoming

,Au

WIZARD WASHER
i
Save $20. Washes 9-lb. AM-FM TRUETONE
i
Clothes Three
Times Mellow Tone, Smart PlasCleaner. Lovell Wring- tic Cabinet. Save At
er. $109.95.
This Price. $54.50.

NNYiSTERN AUTO Associate Store
Dome Owned

and Operated Hy

JOE IP. WILCOX
...•"011104.11111.......11.••••••••.•••••0,.41=1...1M.M...dr•IMMNIV.1.41•11.41•111•••••••,•.111.4•11.^111.

Mrs.
Apt)
,i

Look! Men's

Repriced to Clear

SHORTS
BRIEFS
and

Men's

Repriced to Clear

Men's

Rayon Tropical

Men's All Wool

DRESS
SHIRTS

SUITS

SUITS

1.77

15.00

29.77

You Save!

You Save!

T-SHIRTS

2 For 1.00

You Save!

Watch Next Issue For
Special Event. Be Sure
and Be Present.

State
Ip
P.

NOTICE! Our Store Is Open
Saturday Until 8 P. M.

an
sta
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NURSES WANTED

10th

DAY

Practical nurses are wanted at The Caldwell

Stela., 04

nty War Memorial Hospital. Interested parpply at the hospital, Miss Moore, head nurse.

Shop
Phone 3991
u

Are Interested In A Business Location In

MADISONVILLE

RES

You Are Interested In This

ERTOwN

ne Complete Floor of Business House
-- located on --

e Time

Phi

14.98

WEST CENTER STREET
x 75' -- Glass Front -- Clean Interior -Modern Plumbing -- Light Fixtures

15.80
16.80

GLASS BLOWER FURNACE

18.40

$100 per month

20.10

Write or call

Motor (1,

"JERE'S"

Princeton,

In Madisonville Phone 1860

rtkia
. , fo

Velcosie
o Princeton And Our Store
On County Seat Day

PECIALS
OLUTELY FREE —

N'S PAREFOO!

A LS
1.00 Pr.

One Pair of Kleer Sheer Claussner
Nylons In Beautiful New Fall Shades
With Each Cash Purchase Of
Women's Fall Shoes.

! Select Your Socki FREE When
Purchase Your Shoes.

VALUE PtUS
RE N'S COTTON

PANTIES
izes 4 to 16

Prs. 1.00

THIS OFFER GOOD FOR
COUNTY SEAT DAY ONLY
FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

Ca4,144 Shoe &roe
Princeton, Ky.

ADCLOTII
1.00
Drastic Sovir9
For Your
Children's
Plisse Crept

MER CAPS
ticolly Recital

c Each
Repriced

to

Men's All'N
SUITS

2911
You

Is OPen

MORGAN'S

IA 41 FlailiflUit

Nun.roofIv(m4400/

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

TO VOTERS OF CALDWELL:

J. UREY NICHOLS

HOT WEATHER
SPECIALS

SKYWAY

For Caldwell County Seat Day

Drive-In Theatre

MEN'S NYLON AND RAYON

Fri. & Sat., August 10-11
etic AlL-71ME /#6,/,:v adeiostrelte
(
41
"
5e64

SUMMER SLACKS

.--Cary GRANT Joan FONTAINE
.
'
Douglas FAIRbANKS. Jr.
l,
,, il
Victor McLAGLEN ;

PREFER" CONTEST

ar

BORN OD AWSED

tatement:
trouble free and deI prefer a G. E. Refrigerator because it is
clean, so well arranged
pendable, beautiful and easy to keep
occupies. Everything
and roomy inside for the floor space it
longer by having its own
stays so flavorful, crisp and frenh
enjoy today.
place. The refrigerator of tomorrow, I

PRINCETON LUMBER C0.Phone 2081

S. Seminary St.

•

MURPHY
uoroNOLAN JANEWYATT

SPORT SHIRTS

Tues., Wed.,& Thurs., Aug. 14-15-16
if57/145eEXC/T611649R
/TAW WM.'?
•
Strie'
(0/4tif01
James Ramsey Ullman's
great novel conies
triumphantly to the screen!

WHITE TOWER

GLENN FORD • YAW • CLARK RAINS
SIR COW 111111111011.7
OSCAR HAMM A

'495
iNKEL,
F

1101 MEN'S

JAMES afA9CIN • harm VICXERS
cARToON it NEWS

The

$4.95 to $5.95 Value

$5.95 to $6.95 Value

sact.,
..1 /kir

Air

Blue, Green, Brown
Sizes 29 to 46

STRIPED SLACKS

1001eAlrel,

1.1k1:0 11°r

rs. Brenda, Who Has A Choice Of Any Traffic
ppliance Manufactured By G. E., Won With This

$395

RAYON AND TROPICAL

CARTOON

Sunday & Monday, August 12-13

Mrs. Herman Brenda
Fredonia, Kentucky

OUR Nriaimaz gooas'Dam,

44

General Electric

1.00
EN'S & BOYS

$1.00 each

Gime

For Only

County Seat Day Special
Vanity Lamps

Take Your Choice - -

Vidute4

SLEEPERS

M.

PeAdootalt,

Deaths & Funerals

TORE

rice

and Clarence Don, Claxton; 011- I
Tuesday Bridge Club
ver Doss, Crofton; Willie Doss,I
With Picnic
Entertains
Evaruiville, and a large number
Guests of Mrs. Fred Taylor, Members of the Tuesday afterof nieces and nephews.
Milton H. Sheridan
Bearers were neptkews a n d South Seminary street, are her noon bridge dlub entertained
Funeral services for Milton flower girls were neices of Mrs. sister, Mrs. A. K. Miller, niece, their husbands at a bridge party
Henry Sheridan, 87, were conMrs. Carl Davenport and son, preceded by a potluck jilcnic,
Cluck.
ducted at 2-p. m. Saturday at the
Friday evening, at the home of
Carl, Tulsa, Okla.
First Baptist Church by the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van, West Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Giannini, on
H. G. M. Haller, pastor of the Amos Boren
Frankfort, Ill., spent the week- Route 3.
church. Burial was in Wiles
Funeral services for AmOs Bor- end with Mrs. Van's aunt, Mrs. Prizes were won by Mr.'Ralph
cemetery, this county.
en, 62, were conducted at 2 p. m. J. S.
Stinebaugh and Mr. Stine- Randolph and Mr. R. G. Morgan.
Mr. Sheridan died Wednesday, Friday at the Morgan Funeral baugh, Hopkinsville street. A
Those attending were Mr. and
July 25, at his home on the Old Home by the Rev. Joe Callender nephew, Billy Pool, was a guest Mrs. James Shrewsbury, Mr. and
Fredonia road two miles west of in the absence of his pastor, the in the home Saturday.
Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Mr. and
Princeton after suffering a heart Rev. George Filer. Burial was in
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Drennan at- Mrs. Billy McElroy, Mr. and
Hill
Cedar
cemetery.
attack.
Values Up To $4.95
tended a homecoming celebration Mrs. Stanley Sharp, Mr. and Mrs
Mr. Boren died early Thursday
A member of the water departat Corinth Baptist Church, Liv- R. G. Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
at
home
his
on
morning
Dollar
ment, Mr. Sheridan had worked
McConnell and the host and hostingston county, Sunday.
for the City of Princeton for more street after an illness of several
ess.
H.
Mrs.
John
and
Stinebaugh
than 20 years. He was married months.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lee FulA native of Trigg county, he daughter, Nina Catherine, spent
to Miss Nellie Jane Tosh, of this
the weekend with her parents, ler and son, David, Lafayette,
county, in 1l1. He was a mem- had made his home at Princeton
and
Mrs. T. T. Barrett and Indian-1, are spending a two
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
for the past 15 years. Early in Mr.
ber of the First Baptist Church.
life he joined a Baptist church Kr. and Mrs. J. S. Stinebaugh. weeks' vacation with Mr. and
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035
Among the survivors are the
in Trigg county and later became They were accompanied home Mrs. Claude Anderson, Highland
wife, Mrs. Jane Sheridan; two
avenue.
affiliated with the First Christian Sunday by Mr. Stinebaugh.
daughters, Mrs. Henry Edney and
Church, Princeton. He was marMrs. 6ene Orr, Nashville, spent
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Ladd,
Mrs. Kenneth Woodworth, both
ried to Miss Verna Wilson, Trigg the weekend with her daughter, Benton, Illinois, spent a week
of Detroit; one son, Kenneth
county, in 1919.
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Jr., and Mr. with relatives and friends.
Sheridan, Princeton, four grandAmong the survivors are the Taylor, North Plum street.
Mrs. R. S. Gregory, Paducah,
children and five sisters. One son,
f
wife and two children, Amos
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey B. Tay- spent Monday and Tuesday with
William, died in infancy.
Boren, Jr., Mattoon, Ill.; Mrs. lor, Sr., and Mrs. Duke Pettit Mrs. Willie Larkins.
Clint Cotton, Florence, Ala.; two spent last Wednesday and ThursMr. and Mrs. Jessie French,
Mrs. Alice P. Sims
brothers, Arthur, Russellville, and day at Louisville and attended the
Chicago, Illinois, sperg the week
Funeral services for Mrs. Alice Lewis, Princeton; two sisters, timpitheatre.
visiting relatives and friends.
P. Sims, 87, were conducted at Mrs. Carlisle Cunningham, DawMr. and Mrs. George Eldred
Wayne Catlett, Camp McCoy,
4 p. m. Tuesday at the graveside son Springs; Mrs. Lanis Cunning- and son, John, are spending a vaWisconsin, spent the weekend
ham,
Princeton, and four grand- cation with relatives at Paducah
at the McConnell cemetery in
* 4 REAL Ill PAINT usarc•FIRS
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and Louisville.
the Harmony community by the children.
FlaiLPAPIR IN IRE
Robert Catlett, Hopkinsville
Bearers were Truman CunningRev. 0. G. Priddy, pastor of the
Mr. Aubrey Childress, Louis- street.
REAL I/L mirr rural/ES
4
*
ham, Bill Sholar, Hayden Boren, ville, spent the weekend with his
Mtdway Baptist Church.
Miss Myrtle Nichols and Miss
WI 104 SWUM MISRMrs. Sims died at 10:45 p. m. Jimmie Boren, Richard Crisp and mother, Mrs. W. W. Childress.
Bertie Nichols, West Main, are
ASLE FINISS
Miss Tommie Hayden is visiting on a three weeks' vacation at
Saturday at the home of an only Sidney Ledford.
were
Flower
at
her
girls
Mrs.
New
sister
Richard
Albuquerque,
son, Douglas H. Sims, Plant City,
* 4 REAL DII PA/Mr WITS III
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
VMPLEASAIll IRIS
Florida. She had been confined Crisp, Mrs. Ernest Cunningham, Mexico.
Miss Catherine Hopper is visitMrs. Earl Smith and daughter, ing her sister, Mrs. Jack Brown,
to hospitals and her bed at his Mrs. Sidney Ledford and Mrs.
REAL Ili PANT MITRES/Sir
A
*
Virginia
Ferguson.
St. Louis, are visiting her par- and family at Fort Knox.
home since January 31 when she
AND !Ili
DIRT
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCassuffered a broken hip in a fall
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Bright and
lin.
at her home on South Harrison Lexie L. Piercy
point your walls and ceil- The modern trend is to color-match
Glenda, Highland avenue, a r e
con
You
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fradkk spending a two weeks' vacation
street, Princeton. The body aring with flATLUX in the morning walls and woodwork. • Use BPS
Funeral services for Lexie L.
rived here Tuesday morning, ac- Piercy, 82, were conducted at 2:30 and son, Jerry, have returned at Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
and us• th• room the same day. Identically Matched Colors of FLATcompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Sims. p. m. Sunday, August 5, at the from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Chandler,
Goes on smoothly Apply with th• LUX • SATIN•LUX • MOS-LUX.
Howard York and family, India- Maple avenue, are vacationing at
Born in Fairfax county, Vir- home in the Cobb community by
Ask for descriptive folder.
flotlux Brush or a Roller Coate,
napcilis.
Terre Haute, Indiana, and Huntginia, Mrs. Sims was the daugh- the Rev. 0. G. Priddy, pastor of
Miss Nancy Armstrong, South ington, West Virginia.
it's MADE WITH OIL
There Is Only One FLATLUX and
ter of the late Captain R. S. Pool the Midway Baptist Church. BUDJefferson, left today for Denver,
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodge
and Mildred Elizabeth McCon- ial was in Millwood cemetery.
will
where
be
she
B1S4'PAINT SOLD
Colorado,
PATTERSON-SARGENT
nell Pool, member of pioneer famMr. Piercy died at his home at maid of honor in the wedding of and children, of Murray, are visHodge,
Mrs.
and
Dennis
Mr.
iting
ilies of the section around Cobb, 2 a. m. Saturday, August 4. after
Miss Barbara Pool, August 21. East Main street.
Cerulean and Dawson Springs, an illness of eight months.
Miss Pool is a former resident of
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Morgan and
her father having served as a
A native of Lyon county, Mr. Princeton.
family, Plum street, spent last
captain in the Confederate Army. Piercy had lived in the Cobb
W. Market
.1 Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Thomson Sunday at Hopkinsville.
Phone 2585
She was married to W. H. Sims community since nine years of
and children, Barbara and Pete,
in 1884 and for a n urn be r of age. He was engaged in farming
of Georgetown, Ky., are spending
years they made their home at until ill health forced his retirea week with his mother, Mrs. McCobb. Mrs. Sims had lived at ment several years ago. He held
Kee Thomson, Washington street.
Princeton for the past 40 years. membership in the Harmony
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Jameson, of
Among the survivors are the Baptist Church the greater part Nashville, spent the weekend
son, three grandchildren and six of his life.
with Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Stone,
Mr. Piercy was married to Miss South Jefferson.
Please accept my grateful thanks for the support and ingreat-grandchildren. The husband and a son, Harold Sims, Nora Robertson, who survives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fears and
fluence in my behalf in the Primary Election, Saturday, August 4th.
Among other survivors are two children, Bobby and Iralyn, are
preceded her in death.
sons, Pyron Piercy, Princeton; visiting in Aurora, Mississippi,
Percy Piercy, Cobb community, this week.
I shall ever be grateful to each of you and further solicit
Mrs. Lucian Cluck
and one grandchild.
Mrs. Maurice Crass, of Murray,
your consideration in the coming General Election in November.
Funeral services for Mrs. Luweekend with her parthe
ppent
cian Cluck, 65, were conducted at Mrs. L. D. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs: Charles Les2 p. m. Sunday at the Hawkins -Funeral services for Mrs. L. D.
ter, Route 3.
by
the
county,
Christian
Church,
Respectfully,
Wilson, 65, were conducted at 2
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Powley,
Rev. Meadows, pastor of the p. m. Tuesday, August 7, at the
were weekend guests of
Murray,
Pleasant Grove Baptist Church. Morgan Funeral Home by the
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Giannini and
Burial was in the Hawkins ceme- Rev. Joe F. Callender, pastor of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Smith.
tery.
the Ogden 'Memorial Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Williams
Mrs. Cluck died Friday, July Church. Burial was in Cedar Hill
and daughters, and Mr. and Mrs.
27, at the Jennie Stuart Hospital, Cemetery.
Herndon Greer visited Mr. and
Hopkinsville, after suffering an
Mrs. Wilson died at 4 p. m. Mrs. Sam Lacy and Mrs. A. J.
attack on Thursday.
Sunday, August 5, at her home, Reeder and daughters, at HopBarbara Cluck was the daugh- 324 South Harrison street, after
kinsville, Sunday.
J.
Mrs.-A.
and
Mr.
late
the
of
ter
an illness pf several months.
She
1895.
24,
Sept.
past eight
Doss, born
A native of Trigg county, Mrs. at Princeton for the
was married to Lucian Cluck Wilson was the former Miss Mae years.
Dec. 2, 1917 and was a member
In addition to the husband, othBlane, daughter of the late Wick
of the Woods Chapel Methodist and Mary E. Blanc. She was a er survivors include a daughter
Baker, RoarChurch, Christian county.
member of the Pee Dee Methodist and son, Mrs. John
Among these surviving are the
county. and J.
Church, Christian county. Mr. ing Springs, Trigg
husband, Christian county; three
and Mrs. Wilson made their home W. Wilson, Princeton.
sisters, Mrs. Ella McGowan,
Vine Grove; Mrs. A. M. Harvill,
Princeton; Mrs. Eunice Gothard,
Crofton; four brothers, Lawrence

1
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Solid and Fancy Prints

AIR STORE

"Where

Your FAMILY THEATRE

Your $$ Have More

Cents"

t 9, 1

THE
interests in order to guile their
children intelligently.
"Young people often choose a
vocation withou t- considering
their interests," the authors write.
Susie wants to be an airline
hostess because she believes It
to be a glamorous job; Sam quits
high-school to join the Navy be(By David Taylor Marke)
"that's what all the other
Does ten-year-old Mary kick cause
fellows are doing."
piano
the
when
and scream
"But in the long run," the psyteacher walks in the door? Does chologists writ e, "satisfaction
teen-age Oswald prefer collect- with a job or career will depend
ing snake eggs to studying his on whether or not that work is
Latin and geometry?
enjoyable to the person."
A new book written by a Duke
Besides their importance in
University psychologist and a shaping careers, interests can
Chicago guidance counselor may play a big part in satisfying chilhelp parents who are bedeviled dren's basic desires for security,
by problems like these.
adventure and creative self-exWritten by Blanche B. Paul- pression, they say.
son, Chicago public school guidHere are some tips for parents
ance supervisor, and Dr. G. Fred- who want to help their children
erick Kuder of Duke, "Discover- satisfy these needs through intering Children's Interests" points ests:
out that parents must understand
1. Use your knowledge of
your child's favorite school subjects, his choice of books and
H. C
radio programs to suggest creative leisure pursuits.
2. Suggest books that will give
your child more skill in his leisure time pursuit. It's often
Your
through a hobby that a child
Hezuktuorters
gains a feeling of competence and
worth.
For
3. Help children with the same
hobbies to form clubs to display
and talk over their work. Such
activities help children achieve
social appr ova I, one of their

Parents Should
Discover Interest
Of Their Children

P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

"FOR SOUND INSURANCE"
Consult the C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency, remember
we write Insurance of nearly every description, including
hospitalization and life. Fire, tornado, and windstorm on your
property, also Public liability and property damage on your
automobiles. Hail Insurance on growing crops. Educational
policies for your children, which provides funds to send your
children to college at the time they graduate from High
School.
For Further Information, call 2441 — Princeton Office.

Thurscia , Au.0 9

PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,'KENTUCKY

"Governor Wetherby
the slide fastener to make the Uniforms To Bo Passes
the feeling that the its
seam watertight. The only possiShrines
At State Parks,
ford to give the mem and
ble seepage from spray would
Men and women of the armed
in the service of
come at the face, around which
will
their
services in uniform hereafter
the helmet's sponge rubber frame
charge to free admission to the Sta
of
free
,admitted
be
fits tightly. The wearer could
the State Parks and Museums, and Shrines, andi am •
stand in water almost to his chin
Henry Ward, Commissioner of ment with him", w
wathis
into
got
it
of
any
before
Conservation, announced.
"Heretofore admission
ertight shell.
Ward said that the suggestion
(By clarke Beach)
The- other uniform is the new for this move came from Gover- people in the service hos
a reduced rate but ev
Washington — The Navy's two cold weather clothing. It has been
nor Lawrence Wetherby, who had charge will be
Arctic.
the
in
but
ships
pretty
on
aren't
tested
uniforms
elimina
newest
noticed some soldiers from Fort
"Governor Wetherhy,
To develop the Arctic gear, a Knox were being charged admisthey're guaranteed to keep a sailgested
that
the
to
entire
were sent
sion at "My Old Kentucky Home", charges
or warm in the Arctic and dry group of experts
being ..made
the Navy's installation at Point Bardstown.
on the deck of a submarine.
be
Parks
studied Caret'
Barrow.:on the Northern coot
coming winter with the
In 1946 the submarine medical of Alaska. The arctic clothing in- in deep cold, causes frostbite.
Navy
the
at
ward
prtnciple
l
providing service
research laboratory
The third dimentiona
corporates two entirely novel
Submarine Base at New London, features: (1) the "moisture bar, meuns that the olothes are not lowest possible cost to the
Conn., asked for better togs for rier principle" and (2) the "third shaped to hang neatly from the Ward added.
the gobs on pigboats. Submarine dimensional principle."
shoulders and arms. The jacket "Receipts from the
hips, like a box. The into a revolving fund
decks are continually being washone is based on the rests on the
first
The
the arm by available for the operii
ed by the waves. In cold climates
keep warm sleeves are held off
to
that
n
observatio
The knees improvement of the P.
it could produce casualties. Bees, a heavy ridge seams.
low
temperatur
extremely
in
addition the Governor h
baggy.
sides, drying wet clothes in a
are
the
by
warmed
air,
dry
of
layer
submarine has always been a
designed to retain available capital outlay f
is
this
All
built
they
So
body is enough.
between the cloth- .the greatly expanded
headache.
clothes that are two layers of air chambers
long gram, which has been ca
• The matter was referred to the
which is ing and the body. Even the
between
cloth,
tight
air
in a waffle in the last three and
research and development departchamber is drawers are woven
The
chamber.
air
an
provide air chambers. years:"
ment of the Naval Clothing Dekept puffed out by a stuffing of pattern to
pot in Brooklyn, N. Y. T. J. Seery,
fibre.
synthetic
then the head of the department,
Whether ,or not such clothing
and his men designed a suit.
by the
They are now being tried out could be adapted for use
however,
ashore,
fight
who
troops
suit
The
,.
submarines
many
on
.
however, has not been officially has not yet been determined
Susan
9,
enters
(above),
The new Navy Arctic bootP,
McCaffrey
Danny
ENTRY:
FAMILY
adopted and is still undergoing
nevertheless, have been ordered
and her litter in a pet show at St. Francis Xavier church auditor- tests and revisions.
to
ium in Brooklyn, New York. Danny didn't take first prize, despite
The outfit is composed of low by the Marine Corps—enough
in Korea if
his good try. (AP Wirephoto)
boots, a one-piece rubber and ny- equip every Marine
the neck, they have to fight there next
children prefer grown-ups who lon suit that zips up to
most important needs.
a helmet which winter. Like the rest of the suit,
and
gloves,
rubber
4. Encourage your child's ef- are vital, buoyant, interesting.
with a
is combined with an inflatable they are in two layers,
forts. Jimmy's first poem needs By having 'outside' interests, you
the
baetween
'fibre
of
stuffing
the
over
fitting
preserver,
life
family appreciation, and Susie's enrich the lives of your children.
layers. Seery says they comshoulders like a bib.
and
chest
rebe
should
cooking ventures
of
The B. F. Goodrich Co. design- pletely overcome the danger
You make life more interesting
spected. Children want their inwhich close over dampness within the boot, which
lips
rubber
ed
for
them,
therefore
you—and
for
terests taken seriously by adults,
especially those they love and re- too."
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
spect.
"Discovering Children's InterFrom Stomach Trouble With The NEW
5. Share your children's inter- ests" is published by Science ReHARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
ests and activities. Plan an even- search Associates, Chicago, Ill.
/
ing a week for the entire family
is made up of four different medicines. One of the
It
to get together and work on hobmain ingredients is belladonna.
bies.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
Don't jump to conclusions
and that acid, gassy. belchy, nervous and lack of pep
pain,
about interests through overfeeling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
eagerness to help your children,
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
the psychologists warn. Chil-He tries hard, but they can't get him to drink 13::ri,.t ton Cr
blessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
and
change
dren's interests shift
Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
Homogenized Vitamin D Milk"
Harvey
found
as they grow arid have more exStart this treatment today. Sold only at—
periences.
"Parents a n d teachers should
WOOD DRUG STORE
not feel guilty about having inPrinceton, Hy.
Phone 2075
terests other than children," the
Hopkinsvilla Str
DIAL 2063
authors emphasize. "Like adults,

New Navy Uniforms
Are For Use And
Not For Beauty

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

COUNTY SEAT DAY

FREE
DELIVERY
IN CITY

Special 4t Weach.

An After-Shaving Luxury
for EVERY Day

We are proud of the endorsement given this Prescription Pharmacy by the
leading physicians and surgeons ofour community.They
know that we maintain the
highest ethical standards; that
our drugs are fresh and potenc
our prices uniformly fair.
That's why they direct patients
to bring prescriptions here.

•Tawn's distinctive After Shave Lotion
gives a cool, refreshing touch to your morning 'have.. not too mild, not too astringent.
Its masculine odor is pleasant and long-lasting. Sensibly packaged and sensibly priced,
Tawn After Shave Lotion is a luxury toiletry
for everyday use.

WOOD DRUG STORE

LETS YOU TAN
NEVER BURN!

50c Phillip's Milk of Magnesia
75c Bayer Aspirin — —
$1.20 Syrup of Pepsin —
60c Vitalis —
45c Castoria — —
$4.50 Ingram Alarm Clock
50c Yardley Shaving Stick
25c Yardley Shampoo
65c Alka-Seltzer

McKESSON'S BURNTONE

ateek Prix$alfo

A NON-GREASY
AND MOST IFFICTIVI
LOCAL APPLICATION
FOR RUINS
OP ANY KIND.

... have good-looking hair!

— 39c
—59c
— 94c
— 49c
— 36c
— $1.98
19c
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McKESSON'S AXAR
FORWRIBLY IRS TABLETS

r, relief
simple headaches
and bodily maim
arid pains.

Vaseline

Box IV 12

HAIR TONIC

The Suntan Lotion
hot Every Type of Skin

FREE
DELIVERY
IN CITY

Lacy Builds

250

Beene415049$

bOOF SHEATIN
Pule flooring.
MING.—Firep
rc'i Proof, stoney.,

ONLY 79c PLUS TAX

Made especially
for daily shaving

LARGE
NO.1 SIZE

New treatment stops /tiZt.,
the itching, dries up the
blisters quickly, gently
and safely. Invisible on Cm
skin.

Quick. easy to
us....protects toc•
Alleviates Seremma
wad Itching Ossa
te Simple
d

Hot,•1.,
All Others by 1...uding Winter R.•sort

WOOD DRUG STORE

BUY THEM
HERE!

1141WWARE_All
door
hardware.

.1 :
X
Bottle 69c

An
with screws
and
PUNT—Ample
Wood 2-coata

SURVEY SHOWS /
•

YODORA

OilitHEAID ID
lead door corople
(41 Mass.
"

IVY-DRY

PILES
$1.00

20% Tax Added On All Cosmetics

1°OrINO-00 lb.
lide roofing

OAK or
SUMAC

DENTISTS PREFER

tithiNg.—Corryplet
atlling diagram
'w of material,.,
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...says
YOUR DRUGGIST

Princeton, Ky.
63c size -- 47c

$1.25 size -- $1.10
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Applications of potash to the
soil more than doubled the acrevalue of tobacco in tests whic
the University of Kentucky Ex
C. Alkock
v Oliver
per iment Station made on its ex
:Conservation Service)
Lacy has constructed a per iment field at Greenville
t drainage Mich on his Muhlenberg county.
Hopson community, Three adjoining plots receivec
the
can be seen from the ammonium nitrate and superphos
,..Cadiz road. It is wide phate at a rate to Supply 6
,ioping banks. It w a a pounds each of nitrogen ans
jeted with a bulldozer and phosphate an acre, but differen
provides good amounts of sulphate of potash.
eh s ditch
maintain.
Where no potash was put on
By Oliver C. Allcdck
e and is easy to
(Soil Conservation Service)
ditch is to be seeded to the yield was 1,070 pounds
bad ladino clover in a few acre; the value per 100 pounds • Clifton Jackson, farmer in the
$25.29, and the acre-value, $271 Liberty community, shaped and
11r. Lacy said.
.Brown, Jr., local soil con- Where 60 pounds of potash a seeded the waterways in his imdistrict supervisor, su- acre was used, the yield was 1,41 proved pasture field only one
year ago.
the construction of the pounds an acre; the value per 1
pounds, $35.64, and the acre-val- "T he water
running through
ue, $505. Putting on 120 pound these sod
WATER SUPPLY
waterways, after the
of
potash an acre increased t
rain last week, was as clear as it
of cool, clean livestock
yield to 1.564 pounds an acre; th could he,"
available.
Mr. Jackson said.
working on the Collins- value per 100 pounds to $40.73
When and how can waterways
and the acre-value to VW.
ury farm a few days ago,
be successfully seeded?
to watch a herd of cows went to a pond which was locat
August and early September is
their
thirst.
yes quench
in the center of a green pastur a good time for seeding. This
leaving the shade, where field.
time will permit a good growth of
d been resting during the
Before the cows had gone fiv vegetation before the winter
cows
the
day,
the
of
rt
feet from the edge, they were i months come. Seeding on a well
good water up to their mouths prepared, firm seedbed will help
The desire for water was satis conserve moisture and enable the
tied and the cows were soon a plants to make faster growth.
their daily task of gracing.
Grasses such as Ky. 31 fescue,
Two years ago Mr. Shrewsbur bluegrass and red top are good for
t your Automobile
and the SOS technician stak
waterways. Ladino clover and
'lay policy cover
out the pond after carefully Be
'cal, surgical, ambuis
plentiful, so it can be available
lecting the site.
, hospital and marswhen needed, makes water con'Since
the
pond
was
filled
h
services for injuries
the following winter rains, th servation a profitable practice.
others or yourself.
water level has not varied ove SEE DEMONSTRATION
care
taken
be
may
'
Over two hundred Caldwell
six inches," Mr. Shrewsbury
your
on
rider
by a
county farmers attended the bush
said.
us.
See
policy.
St
Conserving the water when i and bog disc harrow demonstrations during Soil Conservation
District Week. The demonstrations on the farm; of James
Wyatt, Cadiz road, and Maxwell
Morgan, Farmersville community, brought many comments on
Walker's Drugs &
Jewelry
the use of the disc in land prepaDial 3211
ration.
M. P. Brown, Jr., who directed
the demonstrations, showed that
the bush and bog disc can be used
to a definite advantage in the
preparation of land for seeding.
MAKES AIR TOUR
Donald Roberts, local district
supervisor, gives t h e following
report of the conservation air
tour, held at the Danville airport
last week:
"A large crowd attended. Six
airplanes were busy throughout
LEAKTRUCKS
SANITARY
WITH
OPERATE
E
the day carrying a total of eighteen persons per trip.
F BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
"Many soil conservation mindAlso Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
ed people viewed the land for
the first time from the air to see
the progress being made for its
conservation.
"Because of the large attendance, the air tour continued for
the second day", Mr. Roberts
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
concluded.
Mr. Roberts was attending a
We Pay AU Phone Charges - - meeting of the directors of the
Kentucky Association of Soil
We Meet All Competition
Conservation Districts at Dan-
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Will soon be here! While there is still time, prepare to protect
your
car investment with a complete new garage from

valuable

ptSC
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STEGER'S.
NlateriALs to Build
II' x 20' Garage

$279.00

FRAM1NG—Dry and dressed yellow
Pine.

• WEEKENDS
• AFTER WORK HOURS
• DURING VACATION

Ky. Farm News

TRAPP211
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NOW A BETTER-THAN-EVER VALUE

If you happen leo have small
amounts of different vegetables
leftover mix them together in a
cream sauce and serve as an accompaniment to fish or meat. Or
put the creamed vegetables in a
baking dish, toll with buttered
crumbs, heat in the oven, and
serve with crisp bacon strips as
the main course for lunch.

If you do ngt have the time

yourself call for names of
recommended contractors.

Inspection and Estimate

them.

Longest of all low-priced cars-197%
inches from bumper to bumper!
Heaviest-3085 pounds of solid quality
in the model illustrated.? Widest tread
—683
/
4 inches between centers of the
rear wheels. It's the big buy!
tStylefine De Luxe 2-Door Sedan,
shipping weight without spare tire.

We have contracts
with leading citizens of
Princeton.

Witty and Carl
P. 0. Box 256 — Phone 775-W
HopkInsville, Ky.

line in its field!

... and finest no-shift driving
at lowest cost with

finest styling
.
. with extra-beautiful, extrasturdy Bodies by Fisher!

POWE
tWat4

finest thrills with thrift
. . only km priced car with Valvein-Head roam&

Automatic Transmission*

INDOW-2 Anderson units complete
iv,i11 screws and frames.

framing diagram sheet, instructions,
list of materials where and how to use

THE GARDEN

Top score in the Green Pastures By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
contest in Henderson county was
College of Agriculture and
made by W. B. Wickliffe on his
Home Economics
500-acre beef cattle farm.
......"eerie*.....eee..........
Harrison county farmers are WINTER VEGETABLE
studying the use of hot air blow- STORAGE, II
ers for curing tobacco.
Last week, the fundamentals of
Paul Choate and Son of Ful- pit storage for cool
vegetables
ton county have 200 acres seeded to Ky. 31 fescue, orchard were discussed, the most simple
grass, redtop, bluegrass, white form, each crop by itself.
clover, leipedeza and birdstoot
A really fine pit could be made
trefoil.
•
for a combination of the cool vegSwedish weaving has been tables that admit of this kind of
made a project of homemakers storing. Put each in its own sack,
clubs in Jessamine county this stacking the sacks about an upyear.
ended sweet potato hamper and
Melburn Cain of Crittenden setting the ventilat -n• atop it.
county reported success sowing Then cover the whole pile with
Ky. fescue without soil prepare. layers of straw and earth. Make
tion, using cattle to tramp in several piles, each with a variety
the seed.
of vegetables in amounts to use
Purl Keen of Dryhild, Leslie in orderly fashion. Thus, the risk
county, has purchased a Milking in opening and impropeitly closing
Shorthorn bull for use in the large piles of vegetables of one
community.
kind is overcome as one withNo cases of cattle bloat were draws them in small amounts.
reported in Henry county where
A refinement in the ventilating
the pasture mixture was a third arrangement described last week
to half grass.
is to make two ditches crossThe Christian County 4-H Club wise under the pile, covering the
Association bought 40 head of hardware cloth of mesh small
Jersey heifers in Michigan for 18 enough to keep out mice, then
club members.
setting the "ventilator" (a simAlbert Yates of Spencer county ple stack or a hamper) where
averaged 1,000 pounds of fescue the two ditches cross. Thus there
seed per acre this year, the first is continuous flow of air through
he has harvested.
the pile that keeps moisture from
L. S. Graham of Green county, condensing among the stored vegsold 32 dozen graded eggs, receiv- etables, the cross-ditches serving
ing seven cents more per dozen as fresh-air intakes. The ends of
than was the current price.
these cross ditches are closed
About 18,000 acres of Ladino with shovelsful of earth when
clover were seeded this spring the stack top is covered, to seal
in Nelson county, orchard grass, the whole.
fescue and red top generality beThe next refinement in pit
ing sowed with it.
storage is to make an excavation
Considerable damage was done about 4 feet deep, rectangular in
to Pulaski county's corn crop by shape and with vertical sides,
the corn borer and bud worm.
lining it with scraps of wood if
the soil will not stand alone. Over
white clovers are desirable legthe whole lay a roof whose rafumes for this purpose. There
ters may be saplings, then pieces
should be at least one grass and
of tin, 6 inches of straw, and
one legume in the seedling mixthen the earth that came out of
ture. A double amount of seed
the excavation. At one end, a
and a double treatment of com"stairway" of earth may be made,
•Tappan got its fame through quality, v.lue, dependability. We blue to sea
plete fertilizer will aid in getting
or a simple ladder of strips hung
a thick, vigorous growth to preTappan gas ranges because we knraw they as. sound values. You'll Pike ID caw
at the edge of the excavation for
vent soil erosion.
easy entering. The opening may
a Tappan because it has more of tale tune-saving conveniences you'll appsocirss.
DIGS DIVERSION DITCH
be sealed with sacks stuffed with
Have you had trouble with
This
lawn clippings or straw.
crops being drowned in tow areas
"cave" can be entered whenever
• Divided top with large sisrvIng spate
of your fields this season?
any stored vegetables are wanted,
• Light in top roll
Ramey Johnston of the Otter
Regular Price
and it will remain usable, dependPond community constructed a
• Tappan Visiminder timer
ing on how well the soil "stands."
$179.95
diversion ditch on his farm to
• Concealed oven venting
keep water off his tobacco patch.
• Four Sinumwsist burners
Jockey Ted Atkinson has been
Special
Price
-The diversion kept a great
the leading rider at Aqueduct
• Spacious oven with heat control
deal of water off my tobacco dur$159.95
Race Track for three consecutive
• Thickly insulated oven and door
ing the wet weather this sumyears.
burnors
a,/
guarantee
on
lifetime
•
mer", Mr. Johnston said this
Allie Reynolds, who now pitch
and oven bottom
week. "I expect to construct more
es for the New York Yankees,
diversions this fall to keep water
was a track and football star ct
off the low areas that have a tenOklahoma A & M.
dency to be wet," he concluded.
Use old-fashioned dark molasGRASS AND FARMING
ses sometimes to sweeten cookGeorge Brown, of the Eddy
ed cereal. Prunes and figs are
Creek community, has completed
also good added to cooked oatthe construction of a pond for
meal or farina.
livestock water on his farm.
This will go well with his pasture
and livestock program.
Mr. Brown is working toward
a grassland farming program.
This is an excellent way to hold
the soil.
PROVIDES DRAINAGE
Robert Brown, his son. Linz,
and SOS technician made surveys
for a half mile of drainage ditches
on his Earmersville farm this
week.
Poor drainage has been a hazard to reduce the crop yields on
Mr. Brown's bottom land. ThiS
Stylolln• Do 1:amo 2-0esir Sodom
same hazard is present on many
(Caohntaaaver el rtendond entetP.t.,
farms in Caldwell county.
lawsPatted a dependent PI are.tobtItte of meow,/ I
The proposed drainage which
Mr. Brown plans to provide in
a few days should greatly relieve
the situation. It will provide ways
for the excess water to move off
the fields.

• HOLIDAYS
•IN SPARE TLME
OVERHEAD DOOR---3 section over'mad door com,plete with lock and top
,n glass.

sliced, chop finely after cooking.
Another tasty cabbage dish is
To 2 cups, add grated rind of an made by the addition of shredded
orange, 1 tablespoon butter and
or grated cheese, sweet cream,
teaspoon salt.
Grated raw carrots with lem- salt and pepper to the hot drained
on and sugar make a refreshing vegetable. This is a good way to
While gardens are producing dish enjoyed by many people use bits of cream cheese that acabundantly is a good time to try who commonly do not like this cumulate in the refrigerator. Or
new ways of preparing familiar vegetable. Use 2 cups finely add shredded cheese to white
vegetables, suggests Miss Flor- shredded carrots, 1 lemon ground, sauce and pour over the wedges
ence Imlay of the Extension Ser- rind and all, and 'di cup sugar. just before serving.
vice, College of Agriculture and Let stand an hour or so In the
To 2 cups cooked lima beans,
Home Economics, University of refrigerator before serving on a try adding 2 tomatoes, /
1
4 cup
Kentucky.
half pear or peach, or on a leaf celery, 1 tablespoon chopped onBeets for exampfle, seem quite of lettuce.
ion, /
1
4 teaspoon mustard, t tabledifferent if they are peeled raw, Quick cooking of cabbage in spoon butter, Va teaspoon salt and
then sliced thin or shredded be- Iota of salted water for 5 to 7 dash of pepper.
fore cooking. Contrary to corn- minutes is the secret of easy dimon belief, they will not lose all gestibility of this vegetable, says
Always cook vegetables in the
their color. Add water so you can Miss Imlay. Vary its appearance shortest time possible in order to
see it through the vegetable, coy- by shredding, chopping or cutting conserve nutritive value s. Get
er and cook until very tender. in wedges. Drain well, then to 3 your family used to the taste and
Watch carefully to avoid scorch- *cups of cabbage, add /
1
4 cup sour texture of them when they are
ing, as the liquid tends to thicken cream, 2 tablespoons mild vine- still tender-crisp rather than ova
as it cooks away. If beets were gar, /
1
2 teaspoon salt and pepper. er-cooked and limp.

Suggests New Ways
To Use Vegetables

Chevrolet's time-proved Powerglide Automatic Transmission, coupled with 105-h.p.
Valve-in-Head Engine, gives finest noshift driving at lowest cost—plus the
most powerful performance in its field!
•Com‘inatios of Porn:lido Aololoork
Mil•
tOeet
*Meted
Volvo-io•flood
•• DI Lox* nolo!, at Mr. colt.

Not only does Chevrolet excel in size
and quality but it's also the lowest-priced
line in its field ... extremely economical to'buy, operate and maintain. Come
in, place your order for America's larges'
and finest low-priced car—now.

finest riding ease
... thanks to its Knee-Action Ride,
exclusive in its field!
finest vision
. .
with big Curved Windshield
and 'Panoramic Visibility!
finest
.•
safety protection
. %Jul J umbo-Drum Brakes—
largest in Chevrolet's fleldf

MORE PIOPLE WY CHEVROLETS
THAN ANY OTHER CARI

STEVENS CHEVROLET C0.350,

TUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KEN
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We also polish edges. Stege p. m. near the home of Mr.
Lumber Co., phone 2061, George.
5-1tc
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Young
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See Our Super Bargains
Caldwell County Seat Day
Friday, August 10

Williamson Drug Co.

Princeton, Ky.
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A Good Example Is The
Chair Pictured At T h e
Left. NOW $4.25
Gliders -- Sun Lounges and Many
Other Items on Sale Accordingly.
See BROWN'S For The Place To
Save Money.

S
BROWN'

COL Sul
Niacin e
Cm Loci

FUNERAL DIRECTOR
FURNITURE DEALER
ICE
SERV
NCE
COURTEOUS AMBULA

SAVE MONEY
Refrigerators

'Amootl
briefs
Elas
packai

$24995
MOOD. NF-811

2.00

You can put your confidence
in General Electric

65(
25(
123(

3 cans for

4 else
1
No./

19(

3 oz. jar
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz jar
DEEP BROWN BEANS, Libby
14 oz. can
CORN, Rosedale, Wh. Cr. Style, Ex.
stand, Co. Gent No. 2 mut
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL, College

I

3

12(

18 oz. ran 18e
FRUIT JARS, Mason, complete AIM ease
doz. pints 79e

quarts dos.

LIMA BEANS, Green River
No. 3011 can

25(

46 ire. can

syrup

No. 21,1,4 can

DAINTY SOAP
bar
TOMATO CATSUP, Heinz
14 oz. bottle
(
29

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
14' c

BANANAS, large fancy ripe, lb.

MEAT SPECIALS

59(

SUGAR CURED BACON SQl %RE%

PORK LOIN CHOPS, small & lean

lb,

pound

FOOD MARKETS
We Will Be Open Until 8 P. M. Each Saturday.

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.

Phone 2081
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for your Pontiac will perfo
year after year.
in the ads
You'll notice it, too, Ponti
ac Is
glances of others, forvaluable.
sought after, always
It on
But best of all you'll notice
satisfaction
extra
price tag—for the
If you can
Pontiac Mita nothing!
wood
afford a
any new car you can

new Pontiac!
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ADJUSTABLE LAMP

in Maw 11-desiorret

15

pound

48(

29(

46 oz. can
Inn
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
ORANGE JUICE, Mat Florida
PEACHES, Sunshine in heavy

Li lb. colored sticks

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Miss !Florida
46 us. can ..
TOMATOES, Roattdale, Ex. Stand., fall
3 cans for
.
No. 2 can
1 21(
MACKEREL, Sea Gold

Junior

OS Sc
RIM seed

veoekly offer
down
payment
Also available in
10-cu-li model.

0-E dependability! The famous
sealed -in refrigerating system works
quietly, efficiently, and economically
.
w day after day, month after month,
year after year!
Cuts maintenance and repair costa
to• minimum.
More than a,000,000 General Rite, hie Refrigerators have been in use
to years and longer!
Siva money with the O-E Specs
Maker Hatrigeratorl

.sig 4-11
umomnir,
c ts
ae
haonegweitinee
aeyah
swwpwiieursasaideort agents
Campwe

28 oz. jar
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
No. 2 can
full 16 as. can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, asst. str.
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown %Ailey
3/ 29(
can
No. 2 can
.13
River
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's, Pure
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver
283(
16 oz. jar
...... I
No. 2 can
nal
LES,
Cardi
Cup
g
PICK
Lovin
SOUR
TEA,
26(
32 at. jar
...
14 lb. pkg.
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
OLIVES, Re Umberto, plain queen

GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut

you should postpone the extra satisfaction of owning a Pontiac.
Stop in as soon as you can, we'll work
out a deal—and then you'll appreciate
the extra satisfaction of a Pontiac!
You'll notice it first in the pride you take
in your Pontiac's distinctive beauty, for
there's nothing else like it.
You'll notice it every mile you drive,

EASY TERMS

one time. Vegetable drawers keep
fruits and vegetables fresh and crept

ry Traylo
Medal Ca
bers Fro
nted W

KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
FLOUR, Pure & White,
25 lb. bag plain
APPLE BUTTER, Mon.

41•00. acresari.s mod trim ifistIramti
1:4,

More rooml The GAL Space Maker
Refrigerator gives you 511 more refrigerated food storage in the same
Boor space occupied by former 6cu-ft models
Greater storage cuts food -spoilage
wets, saves you frequent trips to
'market!
Practical, usable features, Butter
conditioner for meows spreading,
_large frooen-food compartment stone
f/plenty of imam foods.
In
, Dig moat drawer buys masts e
ime condition. Big bottle storag
at
la guars, quart-Ate bottles

from Ca
nd 4-H
Murray

Why-Watit Another Day-
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8-cu-ft model
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Red Front Stores

r'rHERE'S no reason under the sun why
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I
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GEORGE E. OVERBEY

PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar
SARDINES, in oil or mustard

Ii

White Sulphur News

.
The #81/E57
in Electric Cooking
*Mk a
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Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and
-were Sunday guests of
TIT a Loader Clammed
Mrs. Atither Faughn•

VOTERS, THIRD SENATORIAL DISTRICT
TO THE DEMOCRATIC
thankful to all who supported my candiI am deeply grateful and
congratulations to James M. Lassiter on
dacy. I extend my sincere
senator, and I wish him every success.
being nominated as your next

A large attendance was reportSunday School
COLD STORAGE ROOMS: For ed at both the
service Sunmeat, vegetables, fruits, eggs and Training Union
and etc. Phone 2707, Citizens day.
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn
4-1tc
Ice Co., Princeton.
and Betty, Mrs. James George and
MIRRORS: We carry double children and Barbara Cartwright
strength and plate glass mir- visited Mr. and Mrs. Owen Morrors in stock, sheet sizes. We ris Sunday.
are equipped to cut any size
There were a number of visitor pattern to suit your needs. ors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Cartwright Sunday after noon.
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GENERAL
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FOR SALE: Ice cold Watermelons. Day or night at ow Citizens Ice Company, Princeton,
3-1 tc
Ky.
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WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
your head in our business
not be responsible
45-tfc NOTICE: I will
for any debts other than my
5-2tp
own. Urey Scott.
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repairWANTED: Good used baby buged. All work guaranteed. Chas.
gy and portable washer. Call
"Pete" Russell. certified watch6-2tp
3182.
St
son
Harri
N.
203
.
maker
33-tie
,
lights
FOR SALE: 4-room house,
_
Dawson
316
gas,
and
water
,
FOR SALE: At Leader office
road. Priced to sell. See Mrs.
Remington Rand Duplicator
6-11p
E. F. Trotter.
fluid,
tion
correc
l,
ink, stenci
papn
carbo
n,
ribbo
by
typewriter
FIELD SF-Ell: Save money
er, also Remington Rand typebuying direct frorn producer.
ne.
machi
g
o
writers and addin
Kentucky 31 Fescue, Ladin
r, Button Clover. Collins
Clove
melWater
cold
Ice
FOR SALE:
or
and Shrewsbury, at the farm
6-4tc
ons. Day or night at the Citi3119.
call
eton,
Princ
zens Ice Company,
3-Ito
Ky.
FOR SALE: Baby buggy, practi
new, Also crib bassinet
cally
old
for
s
cover
Seat
FOR SALE:
3157.
and tetter-babe. Phone
and some late model cars, re6-lip
in,
$12.95
to
duced from $15.95
stalled. Trucks reduced from SWEET SALE: Cakes, cookies,
at
$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while
candies, Saturday, Augtist 11,
by
present stock lasts. Strong's
the K. U. office. Sponsored
wship
Texaco Station, Main & Plum,
the Christian Youth Fello
36-ctf
Church.
Phone 3111.
of the First Christian
6-1tc
LOOK: It is setf service and free
MarFood
parking at The Ideal
45-tfc Card Of Thanks
ket.
ReI most sincerely thank the
HOME MADE ICE CREAM: is publicans of Caldwell county for
you
easy to make with crushed ice
the nomination and large vote
t 4.
and ice cream salt. We have
Augus
day,
Satur
on
me
gave
freezers too. Phone 2707, Citivoted for my op3-1tc To those who
zens Ice Company.
kindest
ponent, I hold only the
cordially invite
TABLE TOPS: Save the tops of feedings and most
support in
your tables, dressers and dress- you to rally to my
in Noveming tables by getting plate glass the general election
tops, cut to size and pattern at ber.
Sincerely,
Steger Lumber Co. We can
6-1tc
Clay Drennan
polish the edges of all tops,
of
out
ing
order
don't wait by
town, we can fill your require- Card Of Thanks
We wish to take this means of
ments in a matter of minutes.
one of
Steger Lumber Co., phone 2061, thanking each and every
5-11.c those who were so thoughtful and
Princeton.
kind to us during the illness and
FOR SALE: Porter paints for the death of our loved one, Lexie
inside or outside of your house Piercy. May God's richest blessor barn or other outbuildings. ing fall upon them all.
See Hodge Motor Sales !Jilinpl.
Mrs. Nora Piercy
Co., phone 2093, W. Main ktreet.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Piercy and
45-tic
6-141
Linda
Shop
WAY:
L
IDEA
SAVE THE
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tic Administrators Notice
A I I persons having claims
FOR SALE: Picnic Ice Chests in
t the estate of J. H. Nickagains
two convenient sizes at the
ell will present same, properly
Citizens Ice Company, Prince1, 1951.
3-lie proven, on or before Oct.
ton, Ky.
Those knowing themselves inFIRST CLASS CARPEN- debted to said estate will please
TER work and cabinet making. settle same on or before the same
See or call Van B. Shadoan, date. .
Mrs. Lizzie K. Nickell,
Princeton, Ky., Route 2, Scotts5-3tc
3-4tp
Administrator
burg, Phone 3806.

Thurscicutpust 9, 1951
assumomeesseseer
le,
Rev. Sam bloan rettuled
and Connie Sue, Midisonvil
nity
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M. & S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
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